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ABSTRACT
An approach which efficiently segments Irish Traditional Music into its constituent structural segments is presented. The complexity of the segmentation process is greatly increased due to melodic variation existent within this music type. In order to deal with these variations, a novel method using ‘set accented tones’ is introduced. The premise is that these tones are less susceptible to variation than all other tones. Thus, the location of the accented tones is estimated and pitch information is extracted at these specific locations. Following this, a vector containing the pitch values is used to extract similar patterns using heuristics specific to Irish Traditional Music. The robustness of the approach is evaluated using a set of commercially available Irish Traditional recordings.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a novel technique to segment audio into its constituent structural segments. To achieve a structural segmentation certain notes within the music known as ‘set accented tones’ are utilised. These notes are extracted from the audio and are used to represent the audio in its entirety. The ‘set accented tones’ also provide a solution to the problem of melodic variation between two structural segments that are
perceived by humans to be similar. Structural segments of the audio are located by searching for patterns within the ‘set accented tones’.

Section 2 provides an overview of previous approaches that attempt to structurally segment audio and certain problems with these approaches are highlighted. In Section 3, musical theory specific to Irish Traditional Music is presented to increase understanding of the proposed approach. Section 4 describes the method used to extract the ‘set accented tones’ from the audio and also provides a description of the pattern recognition techniques used to locate the structural segments. The results of this approach are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and details of future work.

2. EXISTING APPROACHES

There are many existing approaches that attempt to provide a method to structurally segment audio. These approaches are quite diverse and results vary depending on the method used. Using a measure of self-similarity is a method of segmentation employed in [1] [2] [3] [4] and [5]. In each case, the audio signal is divided into frames where each frame is compared against every other frame in the signal. The similarity between frames is calculated using a distance measure. This yields a two-dimensional array of similarity values. The array is typically visualised as colour values with brightness representing similarity and darkness representing dissimilarity. This visualisation is useful for detecting repeating patterns within the audio. The differences between each approach are the mid-level representations and the distance measures that are used.

In [1], the signal is represented by a spectrogram and the cosine distance measure is used. The method employed in [2] differs from [1] in that it calculates the beats of the audio and extracts musical information between each beat of the audio. The features extracted are rhythm, melodic contour and pitch intervals. These three features are used as the mid-level representations of the signal. Individual similarity matrices are computed for each feature. Following this, the three resulting matrices are compared with one another to discern similarities common to all three features. The structure of the music is determined by these common areas of similarity. A similar approach to [2] is presented in [3]. The musical features used here are rhythm, timbre and pitch. As in [2], these features are subjected separately to self-similarity analysis. The ‘L2 norm’ is the distance measure used. It is shown that using the timbre feature provides the most accurate results because humans tend to segment by timbre more so than segmenting by rhythm or harmony. Self-similarity is also an approach employed in [4], where many features are used as mid-level representations. Information pertaining to spectral centroids, sub-band energy, zero crossings, spectral roll-off, RMS energy, spectral flux, spectral flatness, high-medium energy and low bass energy are extracted for each frame. The cosine distance measure is used to compute a similarity matrix for each one of these features. Kernel correlation is applied along the diagonal of the matrices to compute novelty measures. Segments are detected by finding local maxima from the novelty measures. The detected peaks are then combined to give boundary candidates that correspond to segment changes in the audio. In [5], audio segmentation using self similarity based on past and future frames is introduced. Self-similarity is computed for the past and future of each frame. Based on these similarities, a measure of frame novelty is computed. Frames that display a high novelty score indicate where musical changes are most likely to occur. These points of significant change in the audio are considered to be structural segment boundaries.

Clustering is a segmentation technique that is utilised in [6], [7], [8] and [9]. It is an unsupervised learning process of combining features which share common characteristics. In [6], a clustering method applied to a mid-level representation of the audio is used to extract the chorus of a song. A song is described using ‘Mel-Cepstral Features’, which model the human auditory perception. The initial clusters are provided by dividing the song into arbitrary segments. The clusters remaining when the algorithm concludes correspond to the structural segments. In [9], musical phrases are extracted from the audio and clustered into ‘sentences’ using rhythmic features and ‘melodic shape’. The melodic shape of a phrase is defined by its first note, last note and the average pitch value of the remaining notes. This information is used to extract the musical sentences, which are constructed by clustering the various phrases. A ‘sentence’ is considered to be a group of one or more musical phrases which repeat within the music. These ‘sentences’ constitute the structure of the audio.

A technique to extract the chorus of a song using a chroma representation is outlined in [10] and [11]. This representation consists of 12-dimensional feature vectors, where each of the 12 values represents a note on the musical scale. These vectors are compared with
vectors from other locations in the signal to determine similarity. Repeated sections are identified and the most repeated section is labelled as the chorus.

In [12], three low-level features are used in order to segment audio. A measure of ‘roughness’ pertaining to changes in timbre, ‘periodicity pitch’ which is simply the pitch of a particular sound described by its period and ‘loudness’, which equates to the power present in each audio frame. These three features are used amid heuristic methods to determine candidate segment boundaries within the audio.

There are a number of notable problems present within these techniques. In [2], the approach has been designed for use with MIDI only. The effectiveness of the approaches used in [4] and [5] are reduced when there are very smooth musical transitions between segments. In addition, for the approach used in [4], eight separate similarity matrices are required which would be computationally expensive. The approaches outlined in [6] and [8] are based on clustering similar sections together according to timbre. These approaches will not work well when applied to solo performances where the same timbre will be displayed throughout the audio. Performance of the segmentation method outlined in [10] degrades when there are significant changes present between two renditions of the same chorus, although a solution to this problem is proposed in [11].

The approach presented in this paper attempts to provide a structural segmentation of audio that overcomes the problems associated with efficiency, labeling and melodic variation. A novel technique to summarize audio is also presented.

3. IRISH TRADITIONAL MUSIC THEORY

The approach presented in this paper deals specifically with the structural segmentation of Irish Traditional Music. For this reason, a certain amount of knowledge of the structure of this music type is required to better understand the proposed method. An Irish Traditional tune is made up of sections referred to as ‘parts’. Each ‘part’ consists of either four or eight bars. The majority of Irish tunes are made up of two or three ‘parts’. Each ‘part’ is denoted by a capital letter. So the first ‘part’ will be denoted ‘A’, the second ‘B’ as can be seen in Figure 1. ‘Parts’ are customarily repeated and the tune itself is also repeated in its entirety a number of times. Accordingly, the form or structure ‘AABBAABBAABB’ is one interpretation of a two ‘part’ tune containing an ‘A’ and ‘B’ ‘part’.

However, it is in the nature of this music type that any rendition of a tune is open to interpretation. So the structure of a particular tune could be different depending on the musician who is playing it. It is common that a considerable amount of melodic variation is present between two renditions of the same part within the same performance. Again, the nature of this variation is unique to each musician. There exists a set of notes that remain constant regardless of the amount of melodic variation present. These ‘set accented tones’ are referred to in [13] as “important accentuated points” and as the “stepping stones of a piece”. It is also stated in [13] that these notes are “at the heart of the tune’s identity, and that any extended interference with them is in the nature of contradiction of the tune itself”. Thus, these particular notes are considered to be impervious to variation. Consequently the ‘set accented tones’ are representative of the tune due to their static nature. It is the existence of these notes that allows such a vastly reduced representation of the audio. These notes which are located directly after each beat are extracted from the audio and are used here to represent the audio track in its entirety. The position of the ‘set accented tones’ within an Irish Traditional tune is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 1. An Irish Traditional tune with two parts.

Figure 2. An Irish Traditional tune in 6/8 time with the ‘set accented tones’ highlighted.

There are a finite number of time signatures present within Irish Traditional Music. These time signatures,
along with the associated number of ‘set accented tones’ per part are outlined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tune Type</th>
<th>Time Signature</th>
<th>Bars Per Part</th>
<th>Set Accented Tones Per Part</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reel</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornpipe</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jig</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polka</td>
<td>2/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BarnDance</td>
<td>2/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slip Jig</td>
<td>9/8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slide</td>
<td>12/8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waltz</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazurka</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. An overview of the time signatures present within Irish Traditional Music and the bars per part and set accented tones per part associated with each time signature.

In general within Irish Traditional Music, each set accented tone is located on the beat of the music. A notable exception to this are tunes set to a time signature of 4/4. For a tune set in 4/4 there are 4 beats per bar. However it is shown in [13] that despite this fact there only exists two ‘set accented tones’ per bar. Consequently, for the case of tunes set in 4/4, only the alternating 1st and 3rd beats of the bar are considered during the ‘set accented tone’ extraction phase. The position of the ‘set accented tones’ within an Irish Traditional tune with a time signature of 4/4 is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. An Irish Traditional tune in 4/4 time with the ‘set accented tones’ highlighted.

The importance of providing structural segmentation for Irish Traditional Music lies within audio browsing. It is common practice within this genre to concatenate a number of different tunes to comprise a single track. Segmenting the audio will assist the user in navigating through different ‘parts’ of the track. In addition, the structural segments constitute a useful thumbnail for an audio track. By using segment locations, a more meaningful audio thumbnail can be generated. For instance, a tune that is played with the form ‘AABBCCAABBCC’ could be reduced to a thumbnail with the structure ‘ABC’ using the information provided by a structural segmentation. This is a more meaningful representation of an audio track than is currently used by online music stores, which generally play an arbitrary 30 second segment within a song. Segment locations are also useful in looping tools. For example, a musician can accompany a loop in order to support the tradition of aural learning in Irish Traditional Music.

4. PROPOSED APPROACH

4.1. Introduction

The approach proposed here uses ‘set accented tones’ to search for repeating patterns within an audio track. As can be seen in Figure 4, there are a number of steps required to extract each ‘set accented tone’ from the audio. These steps result in a vector of pitch values which is inspected for the presence of repeating patterns. The structure of the music is defined by these repeating patterns.

Most segmentation approaches start with a feature extraction step where the audio is divided into sections called frames. Feature vectors are calculated from these frames and the audio is described in terms of these features. The approach presented here employs a similar technique. A vector of pitches containing the ‘set accented tones’ is extracted from the audio. These tones provide the summarized representation of audio used throughout this approach. The ‘set accented tones’ vector is divided in to a number of possible ‘part candidates’. These ‘part candidates’ are self-compared to discern which of the parts are similar. The parts are then labeled according to their similarities. The part labels along with the times at which each part begins within the audio results in a possible structural segmentation. Irish Traditional Music heuristics are then applied to determine whether the segmentation is plausible. A confidence measure is employed to determine the most likely structural segmentation.
In Section 4.2 the ‘set accented tones’ are extracted from the audio using a beat tracker and a pitch detector. In Section 4.3 the ‘set accented tones’ are divided into possible ‘part candidates’. The lengths of these ‘part candidates’ are governed by Irish Traditional Music heuristics. In Section 4.4, similarity scores between each ‘part candidate’ are computed to discern which ‘parts’ should be considered to be similar. The similarity score between ‘part candidates’ must be over a certain threshold in order to be considered as a candidate. Details of how the algorithm deals with potential errors computed by the beat tracker and pitch detector by computing a number of iterations are also outlined. Section 4.5 gives details on the process of labeling each structural segment. Finally, Section 4.6 outlines the Irish Traditional Music heuristics that are used and gives details on the confidence measure that is used to determine the most likely structural segmentation result.

4.2. Set Accented Tone Identification

There are a number of steps required to extract the ‘set accented tones’ from the audio. Firstly, a beat tracker is applied to the audio track using a Short Time Fourier Transform. The beat tracker used here is outlined in [14]. This beat tracker calculates the time within the audio at which each beat location occurs. Following this, a pitch estimator is applied in the region of each ‘set accented tone’. A window encapsulating the region of each ‘set accented tone’ location is calculated and pitches are estimated for the audio contained within each window. The windows used are illustrated in Figure 5. This figure shows the note onsets detected in a single bar of an Irish Traditional reel in 4/4 time. There are two ‘set accented tones’ denoted by an $S$ present within the bar. The ‘set accented tones’ are located between the start of the first and third beats and the next detected onsets after those beats.

Within Irish Traditional Music, the first note immediately following each beat location corresponds to a ‘set accented tone’. Consequently, each window length is equal to the distance between the start of a beat and the next onset. This maximises the window lengths in order to increase the accuracy of the pitch detection. Following this, pitch information is extracted for each window which results in a vector containing the ‘set accented tones’. Each note contained within the vector is represented by a numerical value between one and twelve, with C being equal to one. Notes are octave independent. Subsequently, repeating patterns are searched for within this vector.

4.3. Identifying Parts

The pattern recognition technique uses information specific to Irish Traditional Music in order to generate different ‘part’ candidates. The information on meters within Irish Traditional Music outlined in Table 1 leads to an important hypothesis: there can only be twelve, sixteen, or twenty-four ‘set accented tones’ per part in any given Irish Traditional tune. Therefore, the algorithm undertakes a number of separate passes. The
first pass tests for the case where the tune could contain twelve ‘set accented tones’ per part, the second pass tests the case where the tune could contain sixteen ‘set accented tones’ per part and so on. Thus, for each pass, the ‘set accented tone’ vector is split into equal ‘part’ candidates. These ‘parts’ are then self-compared to determine which among them should be considered similar to each other.

A common problem encountered when using a beat tracker is that the estimated tempo of the music is occasionally doubled or halved. For this reason, the vector of ‘set accented tones’ is also split into part candidates with both the double and half of the number of ‘set accented tones’ per part of that particular pass. These parts are also examined for possible similarities.

4.4. Matching Parts

To determine which part candidates should be considered similar, the part candidates are compared melodically. The pitch values of each part candidate are compared against each other note for note as can be seen in Figure 6. A part similarity score $P$ is stored which measures how similar two parts are to each other. $P$ is calculated as follows:

$$P = \sum_{i=1}^{t} (S)$$

where $t$ is equal to the number of ‘set accented tones’ per part and $S$ is equal to the similarity resulting from each note comparison. Each note comparison score $S$ is computed as follows: if there is a direct melodic match between two notes, a score of 1 is assigned to that note. If the two notes differ by a semitone, a score of 0.6 is assigned and if the two notes differ by a full tone, a score of 0.2 is assigned. A score of 0 is assigned if the two notes differ by more than a full tone. These values were chosen arbitrarily through informal testing. If the part similarity score $P$ is over a threshold $T$, those two parts are considered to be similar. The threshold $T$ is defined as:

$$T = (M * 0.9) - I$$

where $M$ is the length of a part candidate and $I$ represents the $I^{th}$ iteration of the algorithm as explained below.

A possible segmentation result will be reached if the part similarity score $P$ is greater than the threshold $T$ for each part candidate. If any part matches no other part, that particular segmentation attempt is discarded.

Each pass of the algorithm also contains a number of separate iterations. If the first iteration provides no segmentation result, certain criteria are altered to allow for errors in both the pitch estimation and the beat tracker. Criteria are altered as follows: for errors with the pitch estimation, the threshold $T$ that each part comparison must reach for the two part candidates to be considered similar is lowered by $I$ as can be seen in Equation 2. Also, to combat errors with the beat tracker, the melodic comparison of notes within each part is expanded to also consider adjacent notes as illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8. It should be noted that subsequent iterations are only computed if the previous iteration produced no segmentation result.

![Figure 6. Notes from one part are compared directly with notes in equivalent positions from other parts with the numbers representing pitch values.](image)

![Figure 7. During the 2nd iteration, adjacent ‘set accented tones’ are also compared against to allow for possible spurious beats.](image)

![Figure 8. The comparisons during the 3rd iteration are expanded to include even more notes.](image)
4.5. Labeling Parts
Labeling is carried out concurrently with the part matching. The first part is always labeled ‘A’. The part matching from Section 4.4 is then carried out, any parts considered to be similar to this first ‘A’ part are also labeled ‘A’. Once all parts have been compared against the first part, the algorithm backtracks to the earliest part which has not yet been assigned a label. This part is labeled ‘B’. This ‘B’ part is then checked for similarity against all unlabelled parts. Following this, parts that are considered similar to the ‘B’ part are also labeled ‘B’. This process of comparing and labeling unlabeled parts repeats until all parts have been assigned a label.

4.6. Validating Parts and Confidence Measure

4.6.1. Irish Traditional Music Heuristics
Possible segmentations are validated to determine if they are plausible within the heuristics of Irish Traditional Music. Certain rules are applied to ensure that the structural segmentation complies with these heuristics.

- A label may not occur three or more times consecutively.
- A label must appear within a distance of \( p*2 \) of another instance of that label, where \( p \) is equal to the number of unique labels within the tune.
- The amount of parts must be an even number.
- The last label must be the highest alphabetically.

If all of these criteria are met, the segmentation result can be considered plausible within the constraints of Irish Traditional Music. If all of the criteria are not met, the segmentation result is considered implausible and is discarded.

4.6.2. Confidence Measure
At this stage of the algorithm there will exist one or more possible segmentation results. A decision must be made as to which of the possible segmentations is most likely correct. A confidence measure is calculated and associated with each candidate segmentation resulting from each pass. A confidence score \( C \) is calculated as follows:

\[
C_k = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{L_k} (P) \right) - (I * w)
\]

where \( k \) is the particular structural segmentation with which \( C \) is associated, \( L \) is the number of part candidates, \( P \) is the part similarity score for each part which was calculated in Section 4.4, \( I \) is the number of iterations the algorithm completed before it reached this particular segmentation and \( w \) is a weighting applied to the iteration number. The value \( w \) is required because the value \( I \) by itself will be too small a number to affect the result of the equation in any considerable way. Therefore it is multiplied by a larger value \( w \) to apply more significance to the number of iterations that have already occurred. After informal testing, the weighting \( w \) was set to be equal to \( L * 2 \).

This global confidence measure is the defining value that will decide which segmentation will be considered correct upon completion of the algorithm. The segmentation with the highest confidence score after all passes are completed is returned as the most likely structural segmentation. The process of choosing the segmentation with the highest confidence score is illustrated in Figure 9.

![Figure 9](image-url)
4.6.3. The ‘ABAB’ case

For tunes with a time signature of 4/4, on occasion the beat tracker may detect the tempo of the audio as either double or half the actual tempo. For this reason, a heuristic is introduced especially to deal with the case when the labeling results in ‘ABAB’. This particular form is very rare within this music type. It is generally only present during the performance of single reels which constitute only 0.1% of Irish tunes [15]. However, if this should possibly occur, steps are taken to correct segmentations that return this labeling as a result. Although the ‘set accented tones’ may actually be perceived to contain the structure ‘ABAB’, the likelihood is that the tempo was doubled or halved during beat tracking. If the tempo is doubled, the algorithm is expecting double the amount of parts. For this case the structure ‘ABAB’ actually corresponds to ‘AA’ when the tempo is correctly calculated. The opposite of this problem arises if the tempo is halved by the beat tracker. The automatically calculated structure ‘ABAB’ will correspond to the actual structure of ‘AABBAABB’.

When this ‘ABAB’ case arises, the average length of the automatically detected structural segments of that particular tune is calculated. A weighting function that can be seen in Figure 10 is applied to this average segment length to determine whether the tempo was doubled or halved. The labeling and structural segment times for that tune are adjusted according to whichever part length is more likely according to the weighting function. The weighting function peak of 10.6 seconds was calculated by assuming a bpm of 180 for a tune of 8 bars per part. A bpm of 180 was chosen due to the very quick, up tempo nature of Irish Traditional Music.

Figure 10. Weighting function used to determine actual part length for the ‘ABAB’ case. The weighting function peak lies at 10.6 seconds.

5. RESULTS

In order to test the performance of the segmentation algorithm, 44 tunes from various commercial recordings of solo Irish Traditional Music were used. The audio was sampled at 44100 Hz, 16-bit mono. A ground truth segmentation was manually generated by an Irish Traditional Musician in order to evaluate the algorithm. This ground truth includes the times within the audio where a structural segment change occurs and a labeling for the resulting structural segments. Automatically detected structural segment times were considered acceptable if they were within 1 second of the equivalent hand annotated structural segment times.

The results of the algorithm are outlined in Table 1. Accuracy was measured for the two separate problems of detecting structural segments and labeling those structural segments.

|    | Parts | Times | GP | 266 | FP | 210 | FN | 60 | pGP | 79% | pFP | 24% | pFN | 18% | Acc | 61% |
|----|-------|-------|----|-----|----|-----|----|----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
|    | Labels | Labels | GP | 266 | FP | 192 | FN | 74 | 60 | 72% | 29% | 24% | 50% |

Table 1. Results of the structural segmentation algorithm. GP corresponds to Good Positives, FP is False Positives, FN is False Negatives, and Acc corresponds to Accuracy.

Accuracy was calculated using the following formula where N is equal to the number of annotated structural segments:

\[
Acc = \frac{N - FP - FN}{N}
\]

The value pGP from Table 1 is the percentage of Good Positives out of the total annotated parts. The values pFP and pFN from Table 1 are the percentages of False Positives and False Negatives out of the total number of detected parts.

It is worth noting that of the 44 tunes tested, 68% of these yielded a complete and accurate segmentation and labeling. The errors that can be seen in Table 1 are all resulting from the remaining 32% of tunes. 10 of the tunes that contained errors were randomly selected and...
subjected to further testing to identify the origins of the errors.

The segmentation algorithm is dependant on the accuracy of the beat tracker and the pitch detection. Consequently, if either one of these steps performs poorly for a particular audio track the ability of the segmentation algorithm to provide accurate results is adversely affected. To test the segmentation algorithm independently from the beat tracker and the pitch detector the beats from these 10 tracks were manually annotated by an Irish Traditional Musician. Subsequently, ‘set accented tones’ were manually extracted and inputted directly to the structural segmentation section of the algorithm, bypassing the beat tracker and the pitch detector. Patterns were then searched for amongst the ground truth ‘set accented tones’ vectors to determine the ability of the structural segmentation algorithm. The results obtained from testing these 10 tracks are outlined in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>GP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>pGP</th>
<th>pFP</th>
<th>pFN</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Times</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labels</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of the structural segmentation independent from the beat tracker and pitch estimator.

The improvement on the results contained in Table 3 from the results contained in Table 2 suggests that using ‘set accented tones’ is an appropriate approach for detecting structural segments within musical audio.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An approach has been presented that structurally segments Irish Traditional Music into its constituent parts. The approach used ‘set accented tones’ to represent each tune in its entirety. The ‘set accented tones’ were determined by applying a beat tracker to the audio followed by pitch detection applied to each specific beat location. Repeating patterns were then searched for amongst the resulting vector of ‘set accented tones’. The structural segments were also labeled according to the similarities amongst the structural segments. Heuristics specific to this genre were used to produce more accurate results.

Results show the approach to be 61% accurate when detecting structural segment points when an automatic beat tracker and pitch detector was employed. The labeling of the structural segments was calculated to be 50% accurate as classification of segments is by nature a more complex problem than segmentation on its own. When tested independently from the beat tracker and pitch detector using ground truth ‘set accented tones’, the segmentation algorithm was shown to be 90% accurate at detecting the structural segment times and the labeling of those structural segments was calculated to be 74% accurate.

Future work will include adapting the algorithm to structurally segment and distinguish between multiple tunes within the same audio track. Testing and adapting the algorithm for use with polyphonic recordings also warrants future work.
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